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Unit 4 Skill Focus: Compare and Contrast
Unit 4 Theme:

Past and Present
Text 1
Unit

4

Text 2

Text 3

Compare and Contrast To compare and contrast, find
what is the same and what is different.

Our class went to the history
museum yesterday. We saw
a model of one of the first bikes
ever built. It was all wood and
did not have any metal. My bike
has lots of metal.

What different
games did Mario
Mario had always wanted
and Grandpa play?
to go to a fair. One day, a fair
came to town, so Grandpa took him.
When they arrived at the fair, Grandpa said,
“When I was young, we didn’t have a Slippery
Dippery. We had donkey rides instead. But we
did have a Ferris wheel.”
“I want to go on the Slippery Dippery first!”
said Mario.

What do you think
is the most interesting
difference between
the old bike and the
new bike?

It had two wheels, the same as mine. It had
spokes, like mine, but it did not have any pedals!
How weird is that? The riders had to put
their feet on the ground and scoot
themselves along.

The seat of the old bike wasn’t soft like mine. It
was wooden. Ouch! The old bike didn’t have any
What differences does
brakes like bikes have now. The riders had to stop
the boy notice in the
moving by dragging their feet along the ground.
old photos?
Up in the attic, I found
I bet that hurt going down hills!
some photos in a dusty box.
The old bike couldn’t turn because the handlebarsOne photo shows a boy and his dad in a funny
old car. They look a little like Dad and me, but
weren’t attached to the wheel. It looked more
our car is more modern than that (even though
like a rocking horse than a real bike. I’m glad
Dad drives a used station wagon).
I have my bike to ride!
There is a photo of the boy and his family
eating a turkey dinner. They’re having a good
time, just like we do at big family meals.
In another photo, they are washing the dishes.
I’m glad we have a dishwasher.

Whoosh!
“I feel a bit dizzy,” he said when he got off.
“I’ll go next!” said Grandpa.

Whoosh!
“I feel a bit wobbly,” Grandpa said.
“Maybe a ride on the Ferris wheel will make
us feel better,” said Mario.
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The
Weirdest
Bike Ever!
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What was the biggest difference
between the two rooms?

My bedroom is white and my carpet is red.
Spaceships fly over the quilt on my bed.
My desk and computer are right by the door.
My books and my teddy bear sit on the floor.

by Moira Anderson

Then
Gran’s bedroom was yellow, her wood floor was bare.
Her desk had a pen and some ink and a chair.
Her books and her teddy bear sat on the shelf.
Her mother had sewn the blue quilt by herself.
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Book 2, Unit 4

Our class went to the history
museum yesterday. We saw
a model of one of the first bikes
ever built. It was all wood and
did not have any metal. My bike
has lots of metal.

From the Student Book

What do you think
is the most interesting
difference between
the old bike and the
new bike?

It had two wheels, the same as mine. It had
spokes, like mine, but it did not have any pedals!
How weird is that? The riders had to put
their feet on the ground and scoot
themselves along.
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Book 2, Unit 4

From the Student Book

The seat of the old bike wasn’t soft like mine. It
was wooden. Ouch! The old bike didn’t have any
brakes like bikes have now. The riders had to stop
moving by dragging their feet along the ground.
I bet that hurt going down hills!
The old bike couldn’t turn because the handlebars
weren’t attached to the wheel. It looked more
like a rocking horse than a real bike. I’m glad
I have my bike to ride!

The Weirdest Bike Ever!
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Book 2, Unit 4

From the Student Book

Same and Different
1. Fill in the diagram to show how the first bike and
a new bike are the same and different.
Different

Same

Different

2. List three things new bikes have that the old bike
did not have.
•
•
•
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Book 2, Unit 4

From the Student Book

Check Comprehension
1. What do you think is the best thing about
new bikes?

2. What do you think is the worst thing about the
old bike?

3. Which bike do you think is safer to ride? Why?

Writing
If you designed a bike, what would you like it to do?

The Weirdest Bike Ever!
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